
GRP WET ROOM SYSTEM 
WET ROOM DETAILS 

USP’S
1. Can be laid on any substrate apart from concrete (g4 primer needed)
2. No backing boards needed (can be applied directly to plasterboard)
3. Pre formed trims for corners and joints. 
4. 55 ltr per minute high flow Macalpine waste. 
5. Includes pre formed shower tray and linear drain (all other kits you 

have to buy separately at high cost of between £150-£350). 
6. Includes tools unlike all other kits. 
7. Entire system can be fitted in a day unlike others. 
8. It is completely water proof unlike others. 
9. Produces a ready to tile finish (no further prep work once installed). 
10. Comes with an adjustable foot to aid in fitting the waste (this is the 

only system with one). 
11. It will come with full technical support.
12. The harder and resin mix is a set ratio so no hardener chart required. 
13. The shower tray can be cut to size required. 
14. Can be applied on ground floor upwards. 
15. Under floor heating can be used with the system but it MUST be an 

electric matting system. 
16. There is no build up on the floor (no step into the bathroom unlike 

others). 
17. Everything the customer needs will be in one kit unlike other systems 

where you have to buy add ons. 
18. Most other kits cost £1000.00 so as you can imagine our kit will be 

very desirable to installers on a budget. 

THE BIGGEST FACTOR IS COST , IT WILL BE NEARLY HALF THE 
PRICE OF MOST COMMONLY USED PRODUCTS !

AND IT IS STYRENE FREE !

CON’S
• It will take 4hrs to cure before tiles can be applied. 

• The system is not compatible with wet floor heating on the 
1st floor and upwards because of the undulating floor .


